The Crystal Bawl
(With special thanks to Larry Jordan who started all this)

As usual if you have any stories or pictures you’d like to share please send them to the editor at wells@mac.com. In the meantime…

Recent Winners – Club Championship
Nine of our best golfers started this year’s Club Championship on September 12th. We play it as a four day affair over two weekends from
the blue tees without benefit of handicap. It’s a stern test designed to find the best golfer in the club. Only five of the entrants saw it
through to the end, which is a little disappointing. Matt Crichton came from behind to secure a five stroke victory over Jim Grandcolas
and Greg Buhagiar. Matt has only started playing tournaments with our club this year, and I assume he’s enjoying it as his record to date
is a rather gaudy played four, won four, including this, the biggest tournament we have. The runners up, i.e. everyone not named
Crichton, found themselves in a consolation net event, where we factor in everyone’s handicap and declare a winner based on net score.
It doesn’t have the cachet of being club champion, but it’s not a bad consolation. Self confessed choker, Tom O’Connor , won the net.

Joe Lubach 84+DQ
Not a great opening round, then MIA.
I hope it was nothing serious, Joe.

Tim Higgins
Don Hopkins
82+87+88+86=343
84+87+79+DQ
A struggle for last
Not sure why, but Don
Year’s champ, but
didn’t answer the bell
Tim kept on battling. for the final round.

Greg Buhagiar 76+86+74+77=313
A strong showing but that second
day did him in. A round of 80 or less
would have seen Greg in the winner’s circle.
Consolation third in the net.

Jim Grandcolas
Tom O’Connor
75+76+82+80=313 81+77+86+86=330
Big leader after two Showed some pace
rounds but finally
but lacked stamina.
caught on day four.
Faded at the end.
Second in the net.
Winner of the net.

Matt Crichton 82+80+72+74=308
OUR 2015 CLUB CHAMPION
Showed his true form on the
second weekend.
CONGRATULATIONS!

Shahin Nazarian
Steve Lorack
89+86+WD
89+89+88+DQ
Decided having a
Consistent but poor
medical procedure
numbers didn’t
was preferable to
warrant a return for
playing weekend #2.
Day 4. Apparently.

Recent Winners – Flight Championship
The lesser mortals in our club play their own Club Championship over just two days from white tees. We call it the Flight Championship
and play it on the second weekend of the Club Championship. 40 members signed up and played in four flights. So the total turnout for
our two forms of championship was 49 - more or less average for us over the years since I’ve been keeping records. The field enjoys
snacks and liquid refreshments in the pub after the final Sunday round, when many stories of what might have been get told. Oh, those
missed putts! We played with 100% of course handicap and all our usual golden guys were placed in their own Gold flight. If you look at
the scores below, you can expect the Gold Flight to be about 6 strokes lower than any other flight (3 strokes easier on both days), and it
is. If our newly formed Handicap Committee is listening, they might want to check out Ernie Tordsen’s first round (net 64) and Jing
Bella’s second (net 62). Very well played, gentlemen.
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We decided not to break ties with a playoff (recommended) or even with a scorecard countback (normal in a single round event), but
instead shared the winner’s circle and the prize money and GOTY points involved. Winners with net scores:
ARNIE FLIGHT 1
JACK FLIGHT 2
GARY FLIGHT 3
GOLD FLIGHT
1st Chuck Baird 69+70=139
2nd Ross Bonanno 71+71=142
3rd George Musante 68+75=143

Joe Cioni
Good in first
round then…

Ron Gallardo

Dave Sciandri
Couldn’t
finish
round 1

Ross Bonanno
Second in flight 1

Ron Clark

Sterling Walker
Flight 2
winner #3

Dan Voreyer

Peter Hsu
Second in
flight 3

Jack Connolly
Couldn’t finish
round 1

1st David Fong 73+72=145
1st Ren Marquette 71+74=145
1st Sterling Walker 74+71=145

Phil Rosenberg
Third in
flight 3

Al Steenvoorde
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Walt Hocutt

Matt Frisbie

Frank Cesarz
Went MIA
in round 2

George Musante Ren Marquette
Strong start
Flight 2
then a weak finish. winner #2
Third in flight 1

Rodney Rosland
MIA day two

Steve Wolles
MIA day two
with Rodney?
Suspicious!

Joji Mercado
15 strokes worse
on day two.
Oops!

Bert Galang

1st Ernie Tordsen 64+79=143
2nd Peter Hsu 74+70=144
3rd Phil Rosenberg 72+76=148
3rd Len Sanoff 79+69=148

Rob Harrell
One day was
enough
for Rob.

Jing Bella
Gold winner #2
Strong second
round net 62.

David Fong
Flight 2
winner #1

Bob Simi
Couldn’t
finish
round 1

1st Jing Bella 72+62=134
1st Herb Lindberg 68+66=134
3rd Ron Koch 66+69=135

Chuck Baird
Flight 1 winner
(alone)

Yoahn Yun
No show
day 2

Frank Brown

Ernie Tordsen
Haig Chakalian
Round 1 net 64
good enough
with round 2 net
79 to win flight 3.

Len Sanoff
Third in
flight 3

Bob Theisen

Fred Glosser
Didn’t play
the second day

Bill Frisbie
My pal Bill
was almost
as bad as me.

Ron Koch
Golden third

Tom Elliott

Fred Chiappe

Raffi Keuftedjian

Herb Lindberg
Gold winner #1

Rob Wells
Tom Chan
Improved by 17
from day 1 to 2.
Finished only 31
strokes out of first.
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Recent Winners – Fall Meeting, Saturday October 11th
A decent crowd of 54 members, a similar number to last year, played in the tournament before our annual Fall Business Meeting. We
played a two man team stableford with both players’ points combined to arrive at the team score. Note that in this format the high
number wins. Stableford is the preferred format for club tournaments around the world as in theory it results in faster rounds. In a
stableford you pick up your ball no matter where it is on the course as soon as you cannot score a point for the team, in our case this was
as soon as you can’t achieve a net bogie. I think we’re getting better at this. At least I hope so. We also play this points based format in our
Classic tournaments. We’ll continue to play stableford in a game or two throughout the year so we get more used to it, especially where
pace of play is a concern. Combining the team-mate scores is a little different to the more usual best ball played by a two man team. It
isn’t so much about ham and egg, but more about ham and ham. Most of the successful teams had BOTH members a shot or two below
their handicap. There were a couple of examples where an individual exceptional performance was good enough to propel the team to a
good finish, such as Ron Clark’s 74 (net 62 – best of the day) for first place in the Red flight and Len Townsend’s 79 (net 64 – second best)
good enough for second in the white. But good rounds from John Mino (76, net 67) and O.T. Meier (80, net 68) didn’t register on the
leaderboard. Their partners will remain un-named. The little $5 side bet we have for four closest to the hole prizes is proving extremely
popular, especially on this day with Tom O’Connor (9’ on #3), Dan Voreyer (1’ 9” on #8), Tim Higgins (7’ 5” on #11) and Ed Garcia (4’ 8”
on #13). Results:
RED FLIGHT
WHITE FLIGHT
BLUE FLIGHT
1st Scott Robertson & Gerry Tench 79
1st Ron Clark & Joe Goodwine 76
1st Phil Rosenberg & Rob Wells 79
2nd Chuck Baird & Len Townsend 75
2nd Brian McGinn & Harvey Boyarsky 70
2nd Sandeep Milar & Peter Mueller 76
3rd Tom O’Connor & Tony Sciandri 75
3rd Frank Brown & Ren Marquette 75
3rd Don Hopkins & Gerry Montoya 70

Recent Winners – Senior Championship, Wednesday October 21st
Thirty nine of our over 50’s turned out for this year’s mid-week Senior Championship – a nice increase over last year’s paltry 26. The
weather was gorgeous and the golf course tough. Unfortunately there were pace of play issues towards the back of the field, and for this
we apologize to those who had to play along or behind the offenders. Let’s move it along, people. The Tournament Committee is watching
and may be forced to take action if we see much more of this. Bret Barton repeated his 73 from last year and is duly our 2015 Senior
Champion. I should say co-Champion since his 73 was equaled by Tom O’Connor. Tom is our other co-Champion for this year. Everyone
else was judged by his net scores within flights, and you can see the results of that below:
BEN FLIGHT
BYRON FLIGHT
SAM FLIGHT
GARY FLIGHT
1st Rik Roberts 69
1st Jerry Tench 69
1st Nelson Beato 71
1st Andy Soss 69
2nd Fred Chiappe 71
2nd Joe Cioni 71
2nd Dan Voreyer 74
2nd Neil Anthony 72
3rd Tim Higgins 74
3rd Frank Brown 74
3rd Bruno Ugur 76
3rd Rob Wells 74

Crystal Keeps the Cup vs. Metropolitan
On October 10th Captain Higgins led his twenty six man team to victory over a team from the Metropolitan Golf Club of Oakland. It was
the tenth year of this excellent contest with a bunch of nice guys from the East Bay. We play individual matchplay with a point for a win
and a half point for a tie. This year we played at Crystal and had our biggest margin of victory – a 19 to 7 drubbing. It was the seventh
successive year we have held the Cup and it will retain its usual place in our new trophy case for 12 more months. I’m starting to like that
trophy case, just inside the door to the restaurant area. CourseCo treated everyone to lunch in the pub after their round, and judging by
the noise a good time was had by all, including the less than victorious. Our runaway winners were Tony Russo 8&7, Bill Frisbie 8&7, Ed
Garcia 8&7 and Herb Lindberg 7&6. Big victories were also recorded by Steve Lorack 6&4, Al Steenvoorde 5&4, Bob Theisen 4&3, Bob
O’Balle 4&3, Sathosh Soudamini 4&3, Sterling Walker 4&3, Haig Chakalian 4&3 and Ross Bonanno 4&2. It was still comfortable for Andy
Soss 3&2, Joe Cioni 3&2 and Don Graham 3&2. A little closer for Tim Higgins 2&1 and a tough grind for Doug Giannini 1up, Mike Tracy
1up and Ron Clark 1up. Note that we fielded four of our usually gold tee players, and they had to play whites in this format – and they all
won! Oddly enough there were no halved matches. I don’t think that’s ever happened before. As usual we don’t shame the losers by
mentioning them by name, but in descending order of degree of ass kicking we have Jerry Freshwater Fish, our restaurateur with four
letters in his surname, the man who made an albatross, our Norwegian, our plumber, our Vice President and the leader of this year’s Club
Championship after three rounds.

Up Next
(By Jack Connolly, Tournament Chairman)
Our 2015 tournament season is winding down and we have just three more events to go. Saturday 14th November is the date for our
Turkey Shoot. The format is a two man scramble with only 4 clubs (putter counts as one) played from mixed tees. Everyone plays par 3’s
from blue tees, par 4’s from red tees and par 5’s from gold tees. No special allowance for our usual gold tee players. For most people it
will be a chance to see the golf course from a different tee box. And maybe with a different club too. Sign up your team or as a single and
we’ll pair you up with another single of similar ability. We’ll have our usual lunch after the round and I bet some of you can guess what
will be on the menu.
The Winter Classic is on Saturday December 5th. This individual event complements the Spring Classic from April and the Summer Classic
from June. Just like those it will be a no fee, no lunch, no prize event. Pay for a cart if you take one. Just show up for your tee time (it is not
a shotgun), play your best golf with 100% of handicap, and may the best man win. We’ll play it as a stableford, so the best man will have
the most points. One of the ideas is to have an event at the end of the year that might be the decider for our GOTY, depending on how all
the points lie at that time. Winning your flight will get you 100 points, so if you’re that close to the GOTY leader or the top five spots you’d
be foolish not to enter. It will be held in all weathers, so will favor the mudders out there. Bring your rain gear and hand warmers. The
only reason for cancellation will be if the course is closed. If you’re brave enough and go out when everyone else is chicken it will be a
pretty simple way to gain 100 points (as well as a dose of flu, perhaps).
This year we will combine your points from any two of the Classics, including the one above, and crown a Classic Champion. Using two
out of the three Classics allows you to miss one, or ignore one if you had a poor round. The Classic Champion will get an additional 50
GOTY points to add to his total, and have his name engraved on the perpetual trophy as our third ever Classic Champion.
We close the 2015 season with our traditional Holiday Event on Saturday December 19th (weather willing). We’ll play a 4 man drop out
scramble with an 8:00 shotgun start, followed by the usual lunch and our Tournament Rewards blind draw. For every event you entered
during 2015 you will get one ticket, multi-day events where you play every day will get you two tickets. You then put one or more tickets
into a hat for any of the prizes on offer. Each prize has a different hat. The prizes can be valuable and worth several hundred dollars, such
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as rounds of golf for two or four at other courses, e.g. Half Moon Bay. At the end we will pick a ticket (or tickets) out of each hat and
declare the winner(s) of each prize. With this drawing you must be present in the room to get your tickets and receive your prize if you
are lucky enough to win. But you don’t need to have played in the drop out scramble tournament. Feel free to come along and join us just
for the lunch and the draw. In case you don’t remember a “drop out” scramble means if your shot was selected you DON’T attempt the
next shot. So four players tee off on every hole, but only three attempt all subsequent shots until the ball is holed out. We usually get a big
crowd for this final Holiday Event, so sign up early to avoid disappointment – threes, pairs and singles can all sign up and we’ll perform
the usual magic to make four man teams. I’m expecting it to be a very fun, sociable day, and a good ending to our tournament year.

Summary of the Fall Business Meeting
(By Rob Wells, Presiding Officer)
At the business meeting in October President Wells started by introducing our new Club Champion, Matt Crichton. Our
Secretary/Treasurer, George McNutt, read the minutes from the Spring Meeting and the current financial statement. Both were accepted
unopposed. President Wells announced only the incumbents were standing for the upcoming election (that by the time you read this is
probably over). Jeff Garon threw his hat into the ring with enough support from the floor that we will have had five names on the ballot
for the four open director spots – messers Connolly, Garon, McNutt, Roberts and Steenvoorde. The President also asked for volunteers
from the floor to help us review our by-laws that haven’t been updated for 20 years. Jeff Garon and Joe Cioni volunteered. We will be
forming a committee to do this in the near future. Next CourseCo General Manager, Doug Giannini, told us about the work CourseCo is
doing around the course, some of it very visible such as the new driving range poles and net. Dan Voreyer, the chairman of our newly
formed Handicap Committee, gave a report as to the new scheme we expect to introduce in 2016, which identifies repeated exceptional
performance in our tournaments, and applies a locally calculated index in such cases. You have been warned – no penalties as such, but
the calculation of an index that reflects your proven ability to score when playing at Crystal in our tournaments. Vice President Rik
Roberts explained the new scheme for selection of our NCGA Regional Zone team next year – no longer appointed based on individual
achievement (Club Champion etc.) but an open competition for a four man team to play and qualify via a tournament. Tim Higgins talked
about upcoming inter-club matches – against Metropolitan and potentially also against a team from the Napa Golf Course at Kennedy
Park. Contact Tim if it’s not too late and you are interested in playing at Napa. President Wells got up again to mention the December
Xmas drawing where you must be present to win (but you do not need to play in the preceding tournament - have lunch with us anyway)
and reminded everyone that the Crystal Bawl newsletter will no longer be mailed. This resulted in five members emailing me on the spot
to send them a pdf version each time, and non-computer-using Bob Theisen requesting the usual paper copy (there will be a few kept in
the Pro Shop for Luddites such as Bob). The meeting ended quietly, just the way we like it.

2015 Golfer Of The Year Leaders
Only a few more opportunities to score with a maximum remaining points grab of 330. So mathematically the top seven guys in the
standings can win. But to be realistic only Sterling Walker, with outsiders Tom O’Connor and Jing Bella, stand a chance of catching the
front-runner, Chuck Baird. However, the top FIVE will all earn a free tournament entry in 2016, so with good performances at the end of
the year any of the guys below can achieve that. Good luck, gentlemen.
2nd Sterling Walker 646
3rd Tom O’Connor 560
4th Jing Bella 550
1st Chuck Baird 733
5th Matt Crichton 510
6th Ren Marquette 503
7th Ross Bonanno 410
8th Ernie Tordsen 395
8th Bill Frisbie 395
10th Rik Roberts 390
11th Shahin Nazarian 375
12th Rob Wells 367
14th Tom Chan 340
15th Tony Russo 330
16th Haig Chakalian 327
13th Rodney Rosland 362
17th Bob Theisen 320
18th Len Townsend 312
19th Joe Cioni 310
20th Bret Barton 307

2016 TOC Qualifiers
The following have booked an early berth in next summer’s Tournament Of Champions, which I expect we’ll play at Half Moon Bay as
usual. This list will grow as our tournaments click by, every winner of every flight will be added, and eventually we’ll end up with close to
fifty names. Yes, we have that many winners in our club. So far we have twenty-nine:
Chuck Baird
Bret Barton
Nelson Beato
Jing Bella
Bud Calkins
Ron Clark
Matt Crichton (2)
Tom Elliott
David Fong
Joe Goodwine
Ping Hsu
Herb Lindberg
Steve Lorack
Phil Maresca
Ren Marquette
John Mino
Tom O’Connor (4)
Frank Piro
Rik Roberts
Scott Robertson Phil Rosenberg
Tony Russo
John Schulte
Andy Soss
Jerry Tench (2)
Ernie Tordsen
Dan Voreyer
Sterling Walker
Rob Wells (2)
(2) These guys have qualified more than once
(4) This guy is a bit too good, or a bit too something else maybe…

From Around the Course
(By various members – all contributions welcome, send to wells@mac.com for your 15 minutes of fame)
Congratulations to Neil Anthony who aced #11 way back on April 28th playing with Edwin de Jesus and Rey Ibay. I guess it took this long
for Neil to work out the club will give members $100 for a hole-in-one made at Crystal. The intent is to offset the bar tab…
Scott Robertson made a double eagle (albatross) on #4. Yes, a 2 on a par 5. For Scott it was driver, two hybrid from the white tees, then
look for your ball when you get to the green. I wonder if.... oh, it’s in the hole! Scott tells me it’s his first 3 under par hole, and surprising to
me he has never made a hole in one. Unlike a hole in one a double eagle is so unlikely that our club has no reward for Scott, except…
Well Done, lad.
At the start of October the Stanford University golf team played our course to get some practice with uphill, downhill and sidehill lies that
their home course doesn’t provide. Maverick McNealy, currently the world’s number one ranked amateur, shot a ho hum (for him) 62
from the tips, which equals the course record. His “stinger” tee shot with a three wood on #1 more or less made the green. Maverick has
had plenty of practice at Crystal, including winning our Junior Championship as a 15 year old back in 2011 with a 69 also from the blue
tees. My brush with fame was a few years earlier in our Junior Championship, when Maverick was 11. Boys of that age play 9 holes with a
scorer who walks with them and keeps score for the group. I was lucky enough to have young Maverick in my group. His swing was silky
smooth, much more so than the other boys. I remember telling his mother he might get to be quite good at this game. I guess I got that
right.

Say Goodbye to…
Here are some members who are no more (members that is):
Paul Gallant
Mark Rosenthal
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